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Abstract
Problems associated with environment and climate change have long been in the
headlines. However, research on the effects that such problems might have on
civil–military relations has been limited so far. This article examines civil–military
cooperation caused by environmental problems in the recent decades particu-
larly in developing countries. It employs Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux’s theoretical
framework on military missions and civilian control and then looks at the case of
Botswana. This article argues that the recent decade has seen an increase in
civil–military cooperation due to new security concerns over environmental
problems.
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Introduction

This article examines civil–military cooperation caused by environmental problems

in Botswana in the recent decades. Today’s environment has come to be regarded as

a security threat, though the voices expressing this view had been heard before the

end of the Cold War. Thus, in 1977, Lester Brown called for redefining national

security to adjust it to the contemporary world. He argued that aside from military

threats to national security, ecological stresses and resource scarcities that lead to

economic and later political instabilities should also be considered.1

Today, environmental problems are not only widely discussed in terms of their

connection to conflicts2 but are also accepted as security issues3 and are presented

in national security strategy articles.4 This research was encouraged by the following

questions: does environmental degradation affect civil–military relations (CMR)?

What are the views of the military on this issue? How do environmental problems

affect CMR in developing countries and in particular, can they increase civil–mili-

tary cooperation? Finally, what are the implications of this transformation for

democracy?

In this article, I argue that civil–military cooperation on nontraditional issues such

as the environment depends on effective civilian control. Accordingly, after the lit-

erature review section, I utilize Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux’s 2000 theoretical frame-

work on military missions and civilian control to show that use of the military in

nontraditional missions does not preclude civilian control. Hence, I add to this argu-

ment by demonstrating through the case of Botswana that the use of the military in

environmental missions leads to the surge in civil–military cooperation once civilian

control is in place. Finally, I conclude with implications of civil–military coopera-

tion due to environmental issues for Botswana’s democracy.

Literature Review

The research questions of this article focus on civil–military cooperation in develop-

ing democracies. However, it is not always possible to expect an efficient civilian

control of the military in an immature democracy. In his seminal book, The Soldier

and the State, Samuel Huntington elaborates on the concept of ‘‘civilian control.’’

Important for the purposes of this essay is Huntington’s view on the participation

of the military in politics or the ‘‘antithesis of objective civilian control.’’5 In Hun-

tington’s view, the more professional the military becomes, the less involved it is in

politics.

Alfred Stepan, on the contrary, argues that a professional military can become

increasingly politicized. He calls this dynamic ‘‘the new professionalism.’’ Within

this framework, the military establishment is increasingly involved in internal secu-

rity issues, and this phenomenon is not only confined to developing countries.6 Sim-

ilar to Stepan, Claude Welch argues that the roles that the military assumes affect its

political involvement, with neutrality being possible under the conditions of long
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periods of internal tranquility, which is a rather rare phenomenon in Third World

countries.7

An abundance of empirical cases illustrates Stepan and Welch’s arguments,

namely that the military has diverged from its traditionally assumed responsibility

of defending the state from external enemies to nontraditional missions inside the

state. For example, in light of increased participation of the European Union’s

(EU) armed forces in diverse operations, including peacekeeping, Timothy

Edmunds asks the following question: what are the armed forces for? According

to him, since the end of the Cold War in 1991, a profound shift occurred in states’

perception of military roles. This was because after the collapse of the bipolar sys-

tem and the US–Soviet rivalry, internal conflicts and civil wars came to the fore.

Further reassessment of contemporary military roles was caused by the September

11 terrorist attacks, and the consequent ‘‘War on Terror,’’ followed by the invasion

of Iraq. New security challenges compelled the EU governments to use their armed

forces for diverse internal security purposes, including assisting local law enforce-

ment during national disasters.

Edmunds sums up two problems associated with the use of the military for inter-

nal security purposes. First, consistent with Stepan’s arguments, Edmunds points out

that involving the armed forces in domestic issues may increase the risk of politiciz-

ing it, raising the probability of its intervention in domestic matters. Second, the use

of the military in nontraditional roles inevitably brings the question of its appropri-

ateness and efficiency for fulfilling these tasks. The emulation of these new roles by

the military itself is a way of justifying its budget, not to mention its very existence.8

A good illustration of this point is a study conducted by Emmanuel Ojo on the use

of Nigerian military in civil conflict resolution in Bayelsa, Benue, and Taraba states

in Nigeria. He argues that a prolonged military rule in Nigeria has militarized the

society, which resulted in the military’s frequent use for nontraditional missions. Ojo

similarly comes to the conclusion of the inappropriateness of military as an institu-

tion for resolving civil conflicts due to its particular training or lack thereof.9

The debate over civil control of the military received a further impetus after the

end of the Cold War. Michael Desch’s study on Soldiers, States, and Structures10

defines civilian control of the military with respect to the location and the intensity

of threats. According to the system, the environment with high internal and low

external threats would be the worst for the establishment of the civilian control,

while the conditions of low internal and high external threats are optimal for civilian

control of the military.11

Studies directly tackling the environmental issues and the military argue against

the use of the military in environmental protection. Geoffrey Dabelko and P. J. Sim-

mons, for instance, assert that engaging the military in nontraditional roles would

decrease its operational readiness.12 Matthias Finger, on the other hand, discusses

the military as a possible solution to the problem of environmental pollution, not

a cause. Global militarization, he argues, would lead to the conditions in which envi-

ronmental crises could only be addressed through crisis management, with the
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military as a useful tool. However, this would lead to increased pollution from mil-

itary activities, creating a vicious circle.13

Jon Barnett recently put forward another view on this topic, arguing that problems

associated with environmental change have been militarized, with the emphasis hav-

ing been placed on:

environmental change as cause of violent conflict rather than human insecurity; and on

exogenous environmental threats to the state for which unspecified others were seen to

be responsible, as opposed to attending to domestic causes of environmental change.14

Apart from the literature that focuses on the use of the military for the protection of

environment in domestic setting, a parallel discussion touches upon the possible use

of the military to secure environmental protection in other states. Robyn Eckersley

argues that this subject is worth exploring for at least two reasons. First, there are still

imminent environmental threats, which national governments are unable to effec-

tively deal with. Second, viewed from this perspective the concepts of sovereignty,

nonintervention, and environmental norms come once again under scrutiny. Eckers-

ley concludes that despite the fact that ‘‘eco-humanitarian intervention,’’ like huma-

nitarian intervention itself, is still ‘‘particularly shaky on the question of political

legitimacy, especially from the point of view of many developing countries,’’15 the

morality of such interventions cannot be completely dismissed, reaching now a point

‘‘where extending the idea of ‘responsibility to protect’ to include biological diver-

sity is no longer unthinkable.’’16

Overall, the literature on the engagement of the military in environmental protec-

tion or other similar missions is still scarce; particularly essential for further research

would be case studies on such military activities outside their traditional roles, espe-

cially in developing countries.

Theoretical Framework

This article utilizes the framework proposed by David Pion-Berlin and Craig Arce-

neaux in their 2000 article in Armed Forces & Society.17 The scholars pose the ques-

tion of whether some military activities are more difficult to supervise than others,

and thus a threat to civilian control. The authors look at the scope and location of

military missions and operations, and the level of civilian control over them. Their

research, conducted through an extensive search and analysis of both newspaper

sources and legal documents, challenged the commonly held assumptions regarding

different levels of civilian control over diverse missions and operations. Table 1

summarizes two tables presented by Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux, with missions in

italics added by this author for the purposes of this article. It combines the tables

on the scope and location of missions/operations and the conventional expectations

on the level of civilian control, respectively.
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As shown previously, the location of the missions refers to whether the missions

are conducted outside the nation (external) or inside it (internal). In addition, the

restrictive scope of the mission means the military is called to use its professional

skills, while expansive refers to situations where the military must apply transferable

skills in order to deal with problems outside combat.18 Variables in brackets indicate

the conventional wisdom on the level of civilian control in the respective missions/

operations.

This article looks at the subject of civil–military cooperation as influenced by

environmental problems with an eye on how environmental protection missions

increase civil–military cooperation, especially in developing countries. This is a

rather pristine area of research, and sources or studies to draw upon are limited. Nev-

ertheless, there are studies that examine civil–military cooperation and they also

assume preexistence of civilian control. For example, Rebecca Schiff argues that the

military, the political elites, and the citizenry should strive for a cooperative relation-

ship in strategic situations such as foreign policy, counterinsurgency, and military

strategy. This relationship does not have to involve a separation of the three

above-mentioned actors. Schiff’s concordance theory points to the ‘‘high level of

integration between the military and other parts of society as one of several types

of civil-military relationship.’’19 Schiff later on introduces the concept of targeted

partnership. She argues that targeted partnership involves reciprocity between the

military, the political elites, and the citizenry. This reciprocity is established for a

limited time period in order to reach a specific objective.20 Hence, Schiff’s argu-

ment, although useful, is rather limited to elaborate on how environmental issues

affect civilian control and consequently increase civil–military cooperation.

Although there is research on how militaries’ involvement in relief activities dur-

ing national disasters increases civil–military cooperation,21 little attention is paid to

the environment and how it affects CMR. Thus, this article examines how environ-

mental problems affect CMR in the South African state of Botswana. Moreover, this

Table 1. Location of Mission/Operation—Scope of Mission/Operation (Conventional
Expectations Regarding the Level of Civilian Control).1

External-restrictive (high) External-expansive (medium)
National defense, international peacekeeping Humanitarian relief abroad, electoral

supervision
Border development, security Drug interdiction, migration control

Internal-restrictive (medium) Internal-expansive (low)
Counterinsurgency, arms manufacturing Crime control, antisubversion, civic

action, disaster relief
Environmental protection

Environmental security operations

Note: This table has been taken from Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux, ‘‘Decision-Makers or Decision-Takers?’’
413-36. It represents a simplified combination of two tables compiled by Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux, and
includes additional missions in italics added by the author.
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study builds on Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux’s provocative finding that contrary to the

conventional wisdom shown previously, ‘‘political leaders achieve greater control

more often over expansive operations (40% of the time) than over restrictive ones

(26.7%).’’22 Following their lead, I also assume that ‘‘internally expansive missions

do not pose inherent or insurmountable obstacles to either complete or partial civil-

ian control’’23 and then trace the evidence of the surge in civil–military cooperation

in a developing country due to environmental issues. In this vein, I assume that civil-

ian control is a precondition of successful civil–military cooperation.

The choice of looking at a developing country located in sub-Saharan Africa has

been stimulated by the author’s interest in this geographical area. In addition, not

many studies so far have been published on the subject of recent surge in cooperation

in CMR in the states of this particular region.

The next section first examines the environment and its relationship to the mili-

tary in other states in order to show the diversity of military attitudes toward the

environmental issues compared to Botswana.

Placing the Case of Botswana in International Context

Botswana is not the only state in which environmental problems have caught the

attention of national militaries: the United States, the United Kingdom, Turkey,

Sweden and Finland, Latvia, and India are just several other examples. Taking a

brief look at them provides a general picture of what developed and developing

states face in this area.

Governmental officials and the military in both United States and United King-

dom extensively emphasized the threat for peace caused by environmental problems

and climate change. On May 2, 2012, while speaking at the annual reception for the

Environmental Defense Fund at the Renwick Gallery in Washington, DC, Defense

Secretary Leon Panetta underlined climate and environmental change as emerging

national security threats,24 echoing the sentiments of British colleagues several years

before.25

Some militaries are now also concerned with the long- and short-term effects of

environmental problems on their soldiers stationed abroad, as well as the local pop-

ulation.26 In 2008, the military establishments of the Unites States, Sweden and Fin-

land, compiled an Environmental Guidebook for Military Operations, with an aim of

‘‘proactively reduc[ing] the environmental impacts of military operations, and pro-

tect[ing] the health and safety of deployed forces.’’27 These three defense organiza-

tions agreed that any ‘‘[f]ailure to integrate environmental considerations into

operational- and tactical-level planning increases the risk to the health and safety

of military personnel and civilian non-combatants.’’28 In addition, quite recently, the

US military has come under increasing pressure for leaving behind hazard toxic

waste in Iraq, although the military itself argues that its activities, including the

cleanup is being conducted according to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

guidelines.29
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In the United States, the domestic pollution problem has also become increas-

ingly sensitive, particularly in 1990s when President Clinton’s appointee to the

Department of Defense as deputy undersecretary of defense for environmental secu-

rity, Sherri Wasserman Goodman launched an offensive to green the US military.

Goodman’s initiative, among others, aimed at promoting civilian control of the mil-

itary in areas previously run by the military itself. Robert Durant summarizes the sit-

uation as follows:

Goodman wanted all environmental security positions not required for military com-

mand or deployment converted to civilian positions. In the process, of course, the ser-

vices would no longer control the career prospects of civilian ENR personnel in their

charge, and base commanders would lose effective control over the environmental

funding and issues affecting operations on their bases.30

Throughout the initial phase of ‘‘greening’’ of the US military since the Cold War’s

end, the military has made numerous attempts to retain control over their own envir-

onmentally relevant activities, including military waste disposal, cleaning up of mil-

itary sites, preventing pollution, and greening the weapons systems.31 In the

competition over spheres of influence, the military has been largely successful.

To achieve its goals, the military used different tactics, including delays, ‘‘commit-

tee shopping,’’ conducting its own environmental assessment, underreporting, as

well as arguing that money spent on such programs decreased the funding available

for defense spending.32

Thus, in the domestic arena, the US military faced the difficulty that its own

activities were causing pollution. In fact, the US Army and US Navy were found

to be 2 of the 100 major polluters in the United States.33 Such a situation caused

some to question whether the military is actually protecting the civilians while it pro-

duces toxic waste and then fails to either clean it up, or transfer the control of this

area to civilians (although recent developments show the military slowly giving

in). As such, the 2004 new ‘‘green’’ procurement policy of the Department of

Defense called upon both its civilian and military personnel to purchase services and

products that benefit the environment.34

In addition, the fact that new types of missions could potentially foster cooperation

between the military and the nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) was already

emphasized in 2007. Linton Wells and Charles Hauss argue that the deployment by

the US Navy of the carrier Abraham Lincoln and the hospital ship Mercy to Indonesia

in the aftermath of the 2004 tsunami in Asia had two consequences. First, both the mil-

itary and the NGOs realized they could work together for a common purpose; and sec-

ond, that ‘‘the U.S. military has capacities that no other organization in the world can

match.’’35 It is quite encouraging that such a capable organization is becoming more

willing to cooperate with the civilians in solving environmental problems.

Another example of the current trend to rethink the connection between environ-

mental pollution and the military is revealed by the case of Latvia. A recent report
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prepared by the Latvian Ministry of Defense shows the preoccupation with environ-

mental pollution of the soil on many military bases formerly used by the Soviet

troops stationed there prior to Latvian independence. The report points to the

absence of relevant legislation and management plans to cope with the problem and

puts forward the major objectives of the Latvian Government and National Armed

Forces in connection to solving this issue, including an increase in civil–military

cooperation, such as working with national environmental protection institutions and

authorities, as well as ensuring the provision of training through environment-

educated managers at all command levels of the Latvian Armed Forces.36

In the case of India, a retired major general of the Indian Army, Eustace D’Souza,

discusses the potential use of the Indian army for environmental protection. He

argues that although the military establishment has been acknowledged as a power-

ful force in politics and economy, the positive role that the military can play in ‘‘pro-

tecting and restoring our degraded environment’’37 is not usually acknowledged.

D’Souza states that following the consultations between the government and the

Ministry of Defense and Environment, the so-called Eco Territorial Army Battalions

were raised in order to deal exclusively with environmental protection. Their suc-

cessful missions include prevention of desertification and soil erosion, introduction

of antipollution measures, increasing the awareness of the issue among local popu-

lation, as well as planting trees on mass scale. D’Souza concludes that the army has

an important role to play in environmental protection due to its ‘‘virtues,’’ particu-

larly its ‘‘organizational structure, training, leadership, motivation, technical skills,

mobility and intercommunications.’’38

These are just several examples of military engagement to grapple with environ-

mental degradation, but all these cases reveal a slowly changing mind-set in terms of

how environmental concerns affect CMR in the more developed world by increasing

civil–military cooperation. The following section focuses on the Botswana military

and its attitude toward environmental problems, and the subsequent increase in

civil–military cooperation in this country.

Civil–Military Cooperation in the Case of the Botswana
Defense Force (BDF)

Botswana is a landlocked African country that gained its independence from the

United Kingdom in 1966. It has extensive borders with South Africa, Namibia, and

Zimbabwe, and a short border area with Zambia to the North. Botswana is usually

referred to as an African success story, due to the absence of coups d’état, and devas-

tating civil wars that plagued the continent in the twentieth and the beginning of

twenty-first centuries.39 Apart from political stability, Botswana managed to trans-

form itself from one of the poorest states in the world to one with a per capita gross

domestic product (GDP) of US$16,300 as of 201140 (compared to US$1,600 in

neighboring Zambia for the same period).41
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The discovery of gem diamonds in Botswana in early 1970s, provided stimulus

for economic development, and today this sector amounts to about one-third of the

country’s GDP and around half of the government revenues.42 Still, the diamond

industry is only a small employer compared to agriculture and tourist trade, the larg-

est and second largest employers in the country, respectively.43 Further, wildlife

plays an important role in Botswana’s economic development, and tourism associ-

ated with it is considered one of key sectors contributing to governmental revenues.

Thus, Botswana’s commitment to environmental protection is not surprising and

epitomizes the recent redefinition of what ‘‘security’’ means worldwide.

A consequence of this redefinition of ‘‘security’’ has been the assignment to mil-

itary institutions new nontraditional missions. A good example is the BDF and its

involvement in public education of the Botswana society regarding the HIV and

AIDS. Many Batswana work in South Africa, or in the affiliates of South African

companies located in Botswana;44 and as South Africa has been one of the hardest

hit nations by the HIV/AIDS epidemic, with over six million people living with the

virus,45 it makes the Batswana all the more vulnerable to this disease. The BDF’s

involvement in public education on this manner was caused by several factors,

including reduction in its strength and undermining of its capability to protect the

state, as it draws its ranks directly from the Botswana population.46 Due to HIV/

AIDS becoming a serious threat to Botswana society in general and the military

in particular, the BDF found itself distanced from its traditional roles by being

involved in a private sphere through its public education program. Environment and

its protection are another such areas, which saw similar trend.

A significant component of wildlife protection is Botswana’s antipoaching

operations. According to Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux’s framework, BDF anti-

poaching operations would fall into the internal expansive mission category with

moderate to high levels of civilian control (30.8 percent each)47 established

most of the time. These missions have been largely successful, which is extraor-

dinary given the fact that at the start of military involvement in environmental

protection missions, there was no successful precedent that the BDF could have

emulated or built its activities upon. Prior domestic deployments of African

militaries on the continent included examples of Zimbabwe and Zambia. Both

countries at around the same time (1980s) tried to fight poaching activities on

their soil using their national armies; both proved unsuccessful, however. In the

case of Zimbabwe, the military encountered a vast network of commercial

poaching and had to withdraw; and in the case of Zambia, the military proved

inefficient in its antipoaching role.48

According to the Constitution, the President of Botswana is the commander in

chief and has the power not only to assign military posts but also to deploy the Bots-

wana military without prior consultation with any institution. These arrangements

accord the executive branch almost exclusive control over the military, a power suc-

cessive presidents have used to assign the BDF to crime-fighting and antipoaching

missions over a long period of time.49
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Along with the creation of the BDF in 1977, Botswana Parliament established a

Defence Council with a mission of ‘‘control, direction and general superintendence

of the Defence Force.’’ The President appointed its members, who currently consist

of legislators and cabinet officials.50 The supervisory ministry in the case of Bots-

wana is the office of the President. In practice, however, the military oversees

itself.51 Still, the military in Botswana closely follows the Western notion of CMR.

Dan Henk underlines the ‘‘almost ritualized acknowledgement of the importance of

military subordination to civil authority,’’52 with military seeing its missions as an

‘‘aid to civil authority’’53 and itself as ‘‘apolitical servants of state.’’54

The BDF antipoaching missions affected its relationship with both civilian pop-

ulation and police, and other governmental institutions. Since its inception in 197755

through the beginning of its antipoaching operations in 1987, the BDF’s credibility

with the local population has risen and then fallen due to its inability to prevent

neighboring states from violating Botswana’s sovereignty, starting with Rhodesia.

This resulted in the Lesoma incident in 1978, in which BDF forces drove directly

into a Rhodesian ambush, resulting in the deaths of fifteen Botswana soldiers.56

Later came the intervention of the South African Defense Forces, leading to, among

others, the destruction of the Mapoka village.57 There were even calls from univer-

sity students to disband the BDF.58 Thus, their newly assigned mission was a capa-

bility test for the BDF. One of the major questions was whether the BDF would be

able to protect local populations, some of whom were not only adversely affected by

BDF’s inability to curb violent incursion in Botswana’s territory, forcing them to

flee their homes, but also by armed poachers who in addition to Botswana’s animals,

‘‘preyed on the country’s ordinary citizens.’’59

BDF’s Relationship with Botswana’s Population

The main challenge in relationship with the local population was for the BDF to con-

vince in word and action that it was able to protect them from heavily armed gangs of

poachers. The fact that poachers carry guns is still highlighted in news on the BDF

operations. Thus, in one recent case, when two Namibian nationals were killed dur-

ing an antipoaching operation, the Government of Botswana issued a statement that

the poachers were carrying ‘‘a loaded 12 Gauge Shot Gun (serial No. 108466) made

in Russia, and a loaded, 22 caliber rifles with telescopic sights (serial No. B195401)

and a knife.’’60

BDF put much effort into convincing the general public that it was a professional

organization that ‘‘does not abuse the rights of citizens.’’61 BDF has relied on, what

Henk calls, good publicity to enhance its image, particularly its participation in

anticrime patrols in cities that ‘‘reduced the level of violent crime.’’62 One important

example here is Operation Provide Comfort63 that started in 1994 in Gaborone.

Of particular importance for the success of BDF’s missions was establishing and

maintaining close relationships with the local population that reside next to wildlife

reserves, as in Maun, Kasane and Shakawe. Today, the BDF not only maintains its
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presence in the region but has also been involved in humanitarian missions, such as

rescue operations during the floods in 1995, 1996, 2006, and 2009.64

In addition, BDF is highly involved in water management, ranging from partici-

pating in seminars on this topic to digging wells and providing potable water to the

local population. BDF’s Corps of Engineers also provide ‘‘water purifying machines

and water trailers in support of civil authorities’’ when drastic water unavailability

has been caused either by flooding or by shortages.65 Henk indicates that Botswana

public shares a view that antipoaching missions kept its military busy in a good way.

The missions represented ‘‘a tangible return on the national investment in an army

that was otherwise ‘unoccupied’.’’66

BDF’s Relationship with the Botswana Police and Other
Institutions

Employing the BDF in types of missions that are not usually assigned to national

armies had a transformative effect on the relationship between the Botswana mil-

itary and Botswana police as well as the Department of Wildlife and National

Parks (DWNP). At first, the lack of any precedent for cooperative relationship,

caused frictions on the following five levels: personal jealousies, competing agen-

das, similarity in responsibilities, legal ambiguities, and most importantly overlap-

ping jurisdiction.67

Since colonial times, the DWNP has been responsible for the protection of Bots-

wana’s wildlife. However, in the 1980s, neither police nor DWNP were able to deter

poaching activities on Botswana’s soil. In comparison with the poachers, both insti-

tutions were very poorly equipped and inadequately trained. When the BDF started

its operations, Botswana police did not know how to legally evaluate the death of a

poacher during the mission. Their first reaction was to consider it a homicide that

included conducting investigations, interrogating BDF soldiers who participated

in the operation and even considering those soldiers ‘‘murder suspects.’’ Police

forces also confiscated all the material found on poachers as evidence in the case.

There were also occasions where senior military leadership was forced to get

involved in disputes between the officers and the policemen.68

Frequently during the early stages of the BDF antipoaching operations, military–

police relations suffered due to the absence of a legal framework. For example, after

poachers were killed, the police would arrive at the scene and consider each killed

poacher as a homicide. The BDF soldiers would then be considered murder suspects

and interrogated as such. The military, who were assigned to the mission by the Pres-

ident of Botswana himself, regarded their own actions as legitimate and honorable.

At times the conflict reached such proportions that the leadership of the Botswana

military, Ian Khama in particular, had to intervene in order to mediate between the

military and the police.69 However, both sides eventually managed to establish a

cooperative relationship. According to Henk,
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police ultimately conceded that BDF employment of lethal force against poachers

should not be subject to police investigation, nor would the police demand as evidence

the matériel left after a firefight. By the mid-1990s, the working relationship had

become so much smoother and less bureaucratic that at least some of BDF antipoaching

patrols included members of the police.70

Henk acquired information regarding this transformation of the relationship between

the BDF and the police through extensive interviews with local officers.71 It is pos-

sible to infer from Henk’s findings that the most probable reasons for this surge in

cooperation are the urgency of the environmental problem in Botswana, the inappro-

priateness of certain police procedures toward military antipoaching activities, and

the requirement of extensive time periods for such investigations, which would have

bogged down the BDF operations.

The BDF was also forced to establish a new relationship with the DWNP, which

had a constitutional responsibility to manage Botswana’s wildlife. However,

because the foreign poachers were so heavily armed, this agency could not effec-

tively fight them. The solution was found in cooperation between the BDF and the

DWNP under which the former provided military capabilities and did all the real

fighting, while the latter provided a much-needed expertise.72

The success of this new relationship is shown by the fact that by 2006, all these

agencies had established a joint committee in order to coordinate antipoaching mis-

sions countrywide. Both the Botswana police and the DWNP now took part in plan-

ning of the missions, and developed new strategies for tracking poachers, such as

inserting chips into the horns of wild rhinos.73 Recently, the poaching activity has

been increasing in Africa in general, and Botswana in particular. As a result, the

BDF and the DWNP have intensified the number of both foot and aerial patrols, fol-

lowed by arrests of captured poachers.74

In 2011, Vince Crawley from US AFRICOM Public Affairs described the BDF as

numbering ‘‘about 13,000 uniformed personnel, plus several lions, a couple of croco-

diles, and a few hyenas and baboons. Not to mention the snakes.’’75 During the course

of its work, the BDF acquired some species of Botswana’s wildlife, including lions.

These were brought to the BDF’s wildlife awareness facility at one of the military camps

where the BDF soldiers have the firsthand experience in learning how to behave around

and work in proximity of these creatures. For the BDF, such knowledge is of particular

importance as its soldiers still spend many hours patrolling against poachers in wildlife

reserves. To avoid dangerous situations, lions that became too familiar with people liv-

ing next to their habitat and eager to enter their farms were also brought to the enclosures

by the BDF.76 Such activities show the determination of the BDF to perform their duties

professionally and with minimum risk to wild fauna, its soldiers, and the local

population.

BDF’s antipoaching operations are also important for Botswana’s wildlife,

because it has the largest elephant population in Southern Africa with 133,829 ele-

phants, though located on a territory of 100,265 km2, four times smaller than the
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range territory of Angola that hosts only 818 elephants.77 Botswana’s elephant pop-

ulation also increased at an approximate rate of 6,640 per year for the period

between 2002 and 2007,78 which could be attributed to successful civil–military

cooperation tactics in preventing illegal poaching.

Conclusion and Implications: Civil–Military Cooperation in
Environmental Issues and its Effect on Botswana’s
Democracy?

In this article, I argue that nontraditional issues such as the environment lead to a

surge in civil–military cooperation in developing countries where civilian control

is established. Through the case of Botswana, I tried to show how the military could

be an effective tool of the civilians in tackling environmental problems. In conclu-

sion, I examine the implications of this increasing civil–military cooperation for

democracy in Botswana, the ‘‘oldest democracy in Africa’’79 with ‘‘regular free and

fair parliamentary elections.’’80

Mpho G. Molomo argues that Botswana differs from other African countries

because its military officers do not contest power through coercion; rather they turn

to elections as a way of attaining governmental positions.81 Ex-members of the mil-

itary, particularly generals, turn to politics, including Ian Khama, a former com-

mander of the BDF and the man behind the BDF’s antipoaching operations, who

served ten years as Vice-President and in 2008, became the President of the country.

Yet, the public has never questioned the neutrality of these generals: their pursuit of

careers and political affiliation was and still is considered to be their right as civilian

Botswana citizens.82 However, in another piece, Molomo maintains that the trend of

retired generals earning governmental posts could prove dangerous in the long run as

it could lead to the politicization of the military.83

In this vein, Lekoko Kenosi argues that in a democracy the military should ensure

that it gains ‘‘public confidence, because a military that is not trusted by the popu-

lation lacks legitimacy and will have difficulties justifying its expenses and even its

existence.’’84 As such, since the start of antipoaching operations the BDF has been

engaged in active publicity, in order to convince Botswana’s population of its pro-

fessionalism and its ability to protect them from armed poachers. Moreover, BDF’s

continuous involvement in flood relief operations, including the provision of water,

works in the direction of establishing trust among the population.

Still, the issue of military accountability remains problematic. In the case of the BDF

and its antipoaching operations, it seems that the military was given considerable auton-

omy because of its capabilities and experience. Such autonomy does not necessarily

contradict democratic practices as long as the military does not abuse its power. In fact,

officers who acted as if they were above the law were tried and convicted in Botswana.85

The appropriateness of these missions outside of military’s professional functions

can also be questioned. Without a successful precedent to draw its experience from,
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the BDF managed to deal well with the problem of poaching, establish cooperative

relations with the Botswana police and the DWNP, as well as the respective insti-

tutions in the neighboring countries, allowing for a more efficient prevention,

tracking, and/or ending illegal poaching mostly in the north of the country. How-

ever, the problem of poaching is as pressing as ever. The poachers are now even

more militarized with ‘‘sophisticated weapons and tactics and can match regular

armies pound for pound’’86 as a result of demobilization without integration of

guerilla fighters in neighboring countries. These fighters took to poaching using

their arms. According to a BDF Brigadier, these poachers ‘‘[m]ore than ever

before, / . . . / are prepared to kill.’’87

Pion-Berlin and Arceneaux put forward three rules that have to be followed when

judging the appropriateness of military missions outside their professional roles.88 The

first is that there is an absence of civilian capability to fulfill the operations. In light of

how well armed the poachers are, the military appears to be the only organization capa-

ble of confronting them. Such civilian capability was also absent at the start of the oper-

ations in 1987. The second rule concerns the willingness of the military to pass the

control to a civilian organization when such arises. That remains to be seen, though it

is possible since the military views their missions as an aid to civilian authority. The

final rule is that a government should try to create an effective civilian organization for

resolving the problem. The success of the BDF in dealing with poaching, on the other

hand, decreased the Botswana government’s incentives for rehabilitating the DWNP,89

which fosters continuous involvement of the BDF in internally expansive missions.

Overall, it is essential to question further the appropriateness of Botswana’s mil-

itary engagement in internally expansive missions such as environmental security

operations. The fact that the BDF was first committed to these missions in 1987 and

still remains the major institution to deal with poaching, as well as governmental

lack of incentive to foster a civilian alternative, are alarming signals. Still, as the

Botswana’s case exemplifies, the involvement of the military in internally expansive

environmental protection missions may increase civil–military cooperation and

transform CMR in developing countries.
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